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When did we lose our sense of decency and respect for other human beings?
Clearly it happened a while ago and nobody noticed, much to our shame.
Tom MacEachern certainly noticed that lack of decency the day after his wife’s 
funeral, that’s for sure.  That’s the day he received a letter from Veterans Affairs 
demanding a repayment of $581.67 of his deceased wife’s disability pension.
It what Tom MacEachern rightfully called “a slap in the face” these callous and 
abusive bureaucrats had the audacity to offer their “condolences” at his wife’s pass-

ing right before demanding money from him.
“Earnings Loss benefits paid under the Canadian Forces Members and Veterans Re-establishment and Compen-
sation Act (CFMVRCA) are payable up to the day of Mrs. MacEachern’s death.  Therefore an overpayment of 
$581.67 has been created for December, 2013.”

I guess this is what our Conservative-In-Name-Only government means by “supporting our troops” and it is 
utterly shameful.  The unnamed bureaucrat(s) then added the following statement:

“A worksheet is enclosed which provides details 
on the calculation of this benefit.”
How very thoughtful of them.  
Veterans Affairs Minister Julian Fantino 
quickly announced the reversal of this deci-
sion in this specific case.
In future, perhaps they will forgo sending 
all these letters and pretend they are human 
beings, not money-hungry rats desperate to 
claw back every penny they can from the men 
and women who faithfully served our nation.

Yours in Liberty,

Money-Hungry Bureaucrats
Demand Repayment of Benefits after Veteran’s Death

Christopher

Text like this is a link to 
online content.  
These links are provided 
to give you easy access to 
the original news story or 
other relevant information. 
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Freedom of Speech
Defamation Law is strangling the Internet

As of today, January 23, 2014, and after 13 years online, Free Dominion is closing its doors to the public. 
We have been successfully censored.
Please click here to donate to our appeal fund!

We, in the Canadian blogosphere, recently finished a long fight against Section 13 of the Canadian Human 
Rights Act that resulted in the Canadian Parliament repealing it.  During that time we have also been fighting 
several defamation lawsuits and a copyright lawsuit that were launched against Mark and myself by proponents of 
Section 13.
Yesterday we received news that is devastating, not only to us, but to anyone who loves freedom of speech in the 
blogosphere.  The two of us and two Free Dominion posters, Peter O’Donnell and Faramir, have been ordered to 
pay $127,000 to Richard Warman.  
This is bad enough, but the judge also gave him an injunction against us that states that we are prohibited from 
publishing anything about the plaintiff that has been found to be defamatory.  (In this context, “publishing” 
includes anything that is posted on Free Dominion, with or without our knowledge or consent.)
This injunction lasts for life, and can result in prison time for contempt of court if the terms are violated!  We 
had no choice but to close the forum!  Given the propensity of our political opponents to use sockpuppets on the 
internet, we knew that, given enough time, an anonymous poster would post something that would violate the 
injunction, so we had to close the forum to protect ourselves.
The Impact

Defamation law is becoming every bit as dangerous for Canadian internet users as Section 13!  The law says that 
a statement is defamatory if it “tends to lower the esteem of the subject in the minds of the ordinary members of 
the public”.  As you can see, that could apply to virtually ANY negative remark.
If you are a forum or blog owner and the comment was made by an anonymous poster, you have no defence of 
“fair comment” because you are not allowed to give “opinion” evidence of the state of mind of the poster or to 
state what facts the poster relied on. But, you are 100% responsible.  If an anonymous poster makes comment on 
your blog and someone sues you for it, you can lose everything you have...even if you take it down.
What can we do?  We have to appeal this decision because an injunction that could impose jail time for the 
actions of someone else is grossly unfair and, undoubtedly unconstitutional.  We cannot let this precedent stand.
And, running a blog or forum should not put a person’s entire financial future on the line.  As the Ontario Civil 
Liberties Association recently stated, the Tort of Defamation needs to be abolished.  We will fight on both of 
these fronts.  We have to do this Appeal, and we have two other hearings coming up before the end of March.  
We desperately need help with our legal expenses so we can keep up all of these fights!  Any amount would be 
greatly appreciated and we promise to put it to good use! Some people just can’t contribute, but that doesn’t mean 
they can’t help:
Ask folks to get the word out and make some noise about your campaign. Remind them to use the Indiegogo 
share tools!  If you prefer to donate by mail, please send your cheque here: 

Connie Fournier, 2000 Unity Rd., Elginburg, ON  K0H 1M0
In faith, 
Mark and Connie Fournier 
 
“If it takes force to impose your ideas on your fellow man, there is something wrong with your ideas. If you are willing to 
use force to impose your ideas on your fellow man, there is something wrong with you.” - Mark Fournier

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Self Defense
Son Saves Father by Shooting Burglar... and rightfully faces no criminal charges. 

Imagine waking up to find a stranger breaking into your pickup truck which is parked in your front yard. You 
grab your rifle and walk outside to confront the burglar but something awful happens.  The would-be burglar 
attacks you, takes your rifle and points it at you, presumably intending to kill you with your own gun.
Then a miracle happens.
A shot rings out.
Your would-be killer falls to the ground, dead.
You look around to see what happened and your son stands there, a smoking gun in his hand. He just saved your 
life.
If this scenario happened in Canada the son would be charged with murder and you would be charged with 
aggravated assault, at a minimum and you would both spend a very long time in prison atoning for your “crimes”.
Thank God this happened in Van Zandt County, Texas, where the rights of the victims of crime take precedence 
over the “rights” of the offender.

“We are a nation of laws,” said county sheriff Michael Lindsey Ray. “It’s unfortunate that a young man had 
to die this morning … because of a bad decision he made to violate the rights of a law-abiding citizen.”
Ray said the sheriff’s office will always support citizens of the community who are protecting their “lives, 
liberty and property, especially during a lawful use of force situation.”

When the rights of the law-abiding are presumed and take precedence over the rights of criminals the outcome is 
predictable and correct.  If someone is violating your rights and you defend yourself you do NOT go to prison, 
even if you kill that person.
Here in Canada we send law-abiding citizens like this father and son to prison, and we do so even when nobody 
is injured, let alone killed.  
Frank Meszaros, a retired businessman, husband and father in Ontario, is sitting in a prison cell this very minute 
for the crime of defending his property from drunken trespassers and thieves.  
Frank’s “crime” was to take his shotgun from his home and fire a warning shot over the heads of the criminals in 
an attempt to stop them from fleeing the scene of their crime. (Read the full court decision PDF here.)
Frank Meszaros was then arrested, charged with assault, assault with a weapon and unsafe storage of firearms. He 
was sentenced to a year in prison and that is where he sits this very day.
When the rights of good and decent citizens like Frank Meszaros are trampled in the rush to protect the drunken 
criminals who trespassed on his land I can only conclude that awful smell is the stench of our previous Rights and 
Freedoms rotting in courtrooms across Ontario.
Please write to Frank Meszaros and offer him your moral support for his unjust imprisonment. I know he 
would be very grateful for your letters.  Write to him at:

Frank Meszaros,  
c/o 105 Market St.,  

Brantford, ON, N3T 6A9

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Self-Defense
Texas Grand Jury Refuses to Indict Man Who Shot Cop in No-Knock Raid

It is the Right of every human being to defend themselves against aggression.  Period.
When someone kicks in your front door in the middle of the night and does not identify themselves a citizen has 
every right to use lethal force to repel the home invader.
Yes, even when those home invaders are police performing what they like to call a “No-Knock Entry”.That’s 
precisely the situation Henry Goedrich Magee and his pregnant girlfriend found themselves that fateful night, 
according to RawStory.com all because Magee was suspected of growing marijuana in his apartment.

Magee’s attorney, Dick DeGuerin of Houston, called the fatal shooting a tragic accident, noting that 
Magee believed his home was being robbed and his pregnant girlfriend at risk of harm.
“In my opinion, the Burleson County Sheriff’s Office did nothing illegal by securing and executing a “no 
knock” search warrant that day,” said Julie Renken, 21st Judicial District Attorney, in a statement. 
“I believe the evidence also shows that an announcement was made. However, there is not enough 
evidence that Mr. Magee knew that day that Peace Officers were entering his home. The events occurred in 
a matter of seconds amongst chaos. The self-defense laws in Texas are viewed in the mindset of the actor, 
not the victim, which allows for tragedies to occur when one party is acting lawfully, but it can be reason-
ably seen as a threat of deadly force by another.”

As commenters on the story said, 
mamazboy: What in the hell is a “no-knock warrant,” and why does such a thing exist? It’s easy to understand 
why somebody getting his door busted in might reach for a gun. Ridiculous.
MrDamage: No knock warrants exist for a number of reasons. Cops like playing at soldiers and playing “let’s 
pretend” in other people’s homes, drugs are easy to flush down the toilet (thank you drug war) and cops think 
taking their victims by surprise is safer than just knocking on the door and waiting for the residents to answer.

The No-Knock Entry is supposedly used only in “high risk situations” but have become routine across America 
and Canada.  Now the most routine search warrant requires a SWAT team raid, even when there is no violence 
alleged against the people under suspicion by police.
Officer Safety is the rallying cry in defense of these tactics but officer safety 
has little to do with it.  It’s all about power and control.  It’s about making 
sure we mere citizens understand the State is All Powerful and we mere 
minions must submit at every turn.
Those who dare defend themselves and their families against home invaders, 
whether they are wearing police uniforms or not, are usually fatal victims 
of these police raids.  One of the most heinous in recent memory is the 
murder of Jose Guerena at the hands of the Pima County SWAT team.  
These thugs fired over 60 bullets into the decorated US Marine and then left him lying on the floor for over an 
hour while he slowly bled out.
They refused to provide medical attention to Guerena despite his wife’s screaming pleas that they do something 
for her dying husband.
Not a single person was ever held accountable for the murder of the former Marine.  You see, police suspected 
Guerena of selling drugs even though there was no evidence to support that claim. Yet because they had a search 
warrant issued by a judge the murder of this husband and father is justified and ruled “a good shoot”.
So is it any surprise that thousands of people across North America silently cheer when it’s the home invading 
cop who is killed instead of the unsuspecting victim inside?
No, not really.

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Military Heroes Remembered
Sergeant Benavidez - A True Hero

On the morning of May 2, 1968, Mr. 
Benavidez, a staff sergeant with the Army’s 
Special Forces, the Green Berets, heard the 
cry ‘’get us out of here’’ over his unit’s radio 
while at his base in Loc Ninh, South Viet-
nam. He also heard ‘’so much shooting, it 
sounded like a popcorn machine.’’
The call for aid came from a 12-man Special 
Forces team -- 3 Green Berets and 9 Montag-
nard tribesmen -- that had been ambushed 
by North Vietnamese troops at a jungle site a 
few miles inside Cambodia.
Sergeant Benavidez jumped aboard an 
evacuation helicopter that flew to the scene. 
‘’When I got on that copter, little did I know 
we were going to spend six hours in hell,’’ he 
later recalled.
After leaping off the helicopter, Sergeant 
Benavidez was shot in the face, head and 
right leg, but he ran toward his fellow troops, 
finding four dead and the others wounded.
He dragged survivors aboard the helicopter, 
but its pilot was killed by enemy fire as he 
tried to take off, and the helicopter crashed 
and burned. Sergeant Benavidez got the 
troops off the helicopter, and over the next six 
hours, he organized return fire, called in air 
strikes, administered morphine and recovered 
classified documents, although he got shot in 
the stomach and thigh and hit in the back by 
grenade fragments.
He was bayoneted by a North Vietnamese soldier, whom he killed with a knife. Finally, he shot two enemy 
soldiers as he dragged the survivors aboard another evacuation helicopter.
When he arrived at Loc Ninh, Sergeant Benavidez was unable to move or speak. Just as he was about to be 
placed into a body bag, he spit into a doctor’s face to signal that he was still alive and was evacuated for surgery in 
Saigon.
Sergeant Benavidez was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross in 1968, but a subsequent recommendation 
from his commanding officer that he receive the Medal of Honor, the military’s highest award for valor, could not 
be approved until a witness confirmed his deeds.
That happened in 1980, when Brian O’Connor, the Green Beret who had radioed the frantic message seeking 
evacuation, was found in the Fiji Islands. Mr. O’Connor told how Mr. Benavidez had rescued eight members of 
his patrol despite being wounded repeatedly.
President Reagan presented the Medal of Honor to Mr. Benavidez at the Pentagon on Feb. 24, 1981. — with 
Jhonreynold Bulan, Tosh Welch, Boboy Benvito and Zikri Reza Muhammad. 

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Canadian Constitution Foundation
Litigation Progress Update

Cambie v. MSCBC et al. (BC healthcare litigation)

Dr. Brian Day, former president of the Canadian Medical Association, launched this case with the assistance of 
the CCF. Dr. Day’s constitutional challenge is against BC’s Medicare Protection Act.  Dr. Day is arguing that the 
Act violates Sections 7 and 15 of the Charter. He feels no Canadian should have to suffer—and possibly die—
on a waitlist and wants to expand the Supreme Court of Canada Chaoulli decision to BC (and ultimately the 
rest of Canada). In the Chaoulli decision, the Supreme Court ruled that laws in Quebec that prevented the sale 
of private health insurance violated the Quebec Charter. Trial is set for 2014 at the BC Supreme Court. Work 
continues in preparation for trial.

Leroux v. Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) (Tax litigation against CRA)

This case concerns a BC businessman who was audited by the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA), in which the 
CRA lost and/or shredded documents necessary to prove that Mr. Leroux did not owe the approximately million 
dollars the CRA said he owed. After fighting the CRA in Tax Court and eventually winning and the court find-
ing the CRA owed him a refund, Mr. Leroux sued the CRA because while the case wound its way through Tax 
Court, the bank foreclosed on his investment properties, costing Mr. Leroux his life savings. After many attempts 
by the CRA’s lawyers to block the case, Irvin Leroux got his day in court with three weeks of trial in September 
2013. A decision from the BC Supreme Court is pending.

R. v. Michael Schmidt (Raw milk litigation)

Dairy farmer Michael Schmidt was charged under the laws that ban the sale of raw (unpasteurized) milk after he 
set-up a “cow share” arrangement at the behest of his customers. It is legal to drink raw milk if you own a cow in 
Ontario, so the “cow share” arrangement was organized so Ontarians could possess ownership (private property 
interest) in a cow and said payment for a part of cow (share) would cover costs of caring for the cow. While, the 
case was victorious at the lowest level of court, when the government appealed the decision, it ended up being 
overturned. The CCF appealed that loss to the Ontario Court of Appeal and they agreed to hear it.  The Court 
of Appeal has set an appeal hearing date of February 5, 2014. CCF staff lawyer Derek From and CCF Executive 
Director Chris Schafer will represent Michael Schmidt in court.

R. v. Jones & Schmidt (Private property shropshire sheep litigation)

Montana Jones, a breeder of rare Shropshire sheep was informed by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency 
(CFIA) that they intended to destroy 41 of her apparently health sheep because they were a risk for scrapie. 
Scrapie is a neurological disease that while very detrimental to sheep, is not communicable to humans. All of 
the sheep tested negative for the disease while alive.  The CCF commenced an application for judicial review to 
examine the grounds for confiscation and destruction of the apparently healthy sheep. During this process, the 
sheep were “abducted” by an unknown party. The CFIA eventually found the sheep, all of which were destroyed 
and found to not have scrapie. The CFIA also refused compensation for the destruction of otherwise healthy 
private property.  Our clients are now facing various criminal charges related to the “abduction” of the sheep. A 
bail review was held on January 7, 2014, in Oshawa, Ontario. This bail review is necessary in order to attempt 
to have the restrictive bail conditions lifted (i.e. Montana Jones and Michael Schmidt can only communicate 
with each other in the presence of legal counsel). We are also attempting to have full and fair disclosure provided 
by the Crown so that we can mount a defence on behalf of Montana Jones and Michael Schmidt. The issue of 
disclosure, conflict, and the bail review have been the subject of several motions and judicial teleconferences over 
the last several months before various judges in superior court.

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Bernard v. Attorney General (Freedom to not associate with union)

This intervention at the Supreme Court of Canada concerned the right of a federal government employee who is 
not a member of her workplace union (although she pays mandatory union dues) to protect her home privacy by 
not providing the union with her home contact information (she already gave them her work contact informa-
tion). Ms. Bernard fears that if they have her home contact information, the union will intimidate her at home, 
which has happened to others in various labour disputes with unions across Canada. The Supreme Court of 
Canada heard this appeal on November 4, 2013. Mr. Mark Gelowitz of Oslers LLP handled our intervention and 
oral argument on a pro bono basis. A video of our oral arguments is available here. A decision in this case will be 
released on February 7th, 2014.

R. v. Bruce Montague (Firearms protester that might lose private property and home)

This case concerns a former gunsmith in Ontario who decided to challenge the constitutionality of the long-gun 
registry by letting his personal and business firearms licenses lapse. When he was charged, he challenged the law 
but lost after leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada was denied. Bruce Montague served time in prison 
for this “paperwork” crime.  As if this punishment was not enough, the federal government now wishes to seize 
his personal historical firearms collection (worth an estimated $100,000) under criminal forfeiture rules. The 
province of Ontario also wants to seize his home and sell it at a profit because they deem the house an “instru-
ment of crime” under provincial civil forfeiture rules because Mr. Montague had his lawful gunsmith business 
in his home. The CCF is fighting these forfeiture laws to protect private property. The appeal was heard at the 
Ontario Court of Appeal on November 15, 2013. Both Chris Schafer and Derek From were present as lawyers for 
Mr. Montague. This appeal concerned the criminal forfeiture order (the civil forfeiture is a separate matter under 
provincial jurisdiction). A decision in this appeal is pending from the court.

Chief Mountain

This case concerned constitutional arguments against the BC Nisga’a Treaty because of concerns related to creat-
ing an unconstitutional “third order” of government outside of the Constitution. Subject to the Treaty, Charter 
rights guaranteed to all Canadians are denied to non-Nisga’a living on Nisga’a land.  This case is complete now 
that the Supreme Court of Canada has refused to hear our appeal. 

The Canadian Constitution Foundation (CCF) is the foremost defender of our precious Rights and Freedoms 
here in Canada.  This non-profit foundation is dedicated to preserving each and every one of our Constitutional 
Rights and Freedoms.
As a non-profit foundation the CCF relies entirely on the support of Canadians like you and me ti fund their 
work.  As you can see by the list of cases above, the CCF is battling back against the forces of tyranny on all 
fronts.   
They deserve our financial support, even if it is only $10 a month.  Please join me in financially supporting this 
worthy cause.  
By contributing to the CCF you win on two fronts.
First, you support those who support and defend our Constitutional Rights against the tyranny of government.
Second, you beat the Tax Man by supporting a registered charity.  All donations over $25 receive a tax receipt 
that helps reduce the money you send to the government each year.  Money they only use to violate our rights on 
every front.
You can donate to the CCF online here: http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/donate-to-ccf

Donate by mail using this PDF donation form: http://readthis.rightsandfreedoms.org/ccf-pdf-donation-form

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Citizen Abuse of the Week
The Victim of the Crime is Charged.  Ain’t Canada Great?

Only in countries where the violation of civil rights is routine can 
such an abuse happen.  This time it’s in London, Ontario, where 
the violation of a citizen’s rights is defended because the crime 
victim had a firearm in their possession.  
We all know that Guns Are Bad, right?
So bad that common sense is turned on its head and then defecated 
upon by police and Crown prosecutors.
From the London Free Press:

A 66-year-old London man who was the victim of a seemingly 
random break-and-enter Tuesday night was charged with weap-
ons offences in connection with a gun he had at home.
A bizarre chain of events led to the charge, one that started 
when a stranger forced his way into the senior citizen’s Queen’s 
Ave. apartment around 11 p.m. Tuesday. He fought the 
intruder, but the intruder took away his makeshift weapon and 
fought back.
The occupant escaped and went to a neighbour’s for help, leav-
ing the intruder in the home.
Police arrived and arrested him, and paramedics took both men 
to hospital for injuries from the fight.
Meanwhile, police also learned the tenant of the home had a gun inside.
The next day, they obtained a search warrant and went inside to investigate the gun situation.
Myron Ireland, 48, is charged with break-and-enter and assault with a weapon.
Peter Athanasakos, 66, is charged with the weapons offences.

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Firearm Legal Defense
Police Can and Will Charge You Even When You Haven’t Broken Any Firearm Law

Police are now laying charges in situations that most hunters believe is safe storage.
Mr. Hunter took several guns with him hunting. He kept them in his pickup bed. The guns were cased, covered, 
but not trigger-locked and not in locked hard cases. Ammunition was carried in the bed and in an unlocked box. 
The pickup bed was covered with a locked cap, bolted down and an additional wire and lock held the cap door 
closed in addition to a lock. Mr. Hunter slept in a hotel. During the night thieves broke the cap door off at the 
hinges. The lock held fast and two guns were stolen.
The police arrested the thieves, impounded Mr. Hunter’s truck without a warrant and seized his remaining guns 
and ammunition. Mr. Hunter faces criminal charges of unsafe storage of guns and ammunition and unsafe trans-
portation for leaving his guns unattended. The police say he should have had trigger locks or locked hard cases 
and the ammunition should have been in a locked box. 
This may sound ridiculous to you. Mr. Hunter has a good defense and should be found not guilty. The police say 
“let the judge decide”. 
Mr. Hunter’s guns are seized until trial. He must hire a lawyer and travel from home to the court where the 
theft took place. The trial will be nine months after his truck was broken into. This is not fair but it is true. This 
happened in September 1998. Names are changed, the essential facts are true.
Protect yourself from this type of police harassment. If you leave your gun in your vehicle, trigger lock it, action 
lock it or take the bolt out and lock the bolt up. Keep your ammunition in a locked box. This is beyond what the 
law requires but do this to avoid becoming a test case for the police to see how far they can push the law.
Every year over 3,500 Ontario residents are convicted of unsafe storage. Many are innocent but they do not fight 
a wrongfully laid charge. Most charges can be fought. 
Do not plead guilty. Do not surrender your rights without a fight. Do not make statements to the police after 
arrest. Call a lawyer, get advice. Better yet, put an extra trigger lock on your gun and a lock on your ammo box. 
That is a lot cheaper than a lawyer.

http://Bulletin.RightsAndFreedoms.org
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Political Action
The Political Action Wizard Free Senate Edition - Download and Use it Today

On June 23, 2013 I announced that the political action software program I had created for contacting every 
Senator in Canada was ready for you to download and use.  While the reason I created the software is no longer 
relevant (The Senate repeal Section 13 of the Canadian Human Rights Act on June 28) the Canadian Senate still 
has a lot of power over the lives of ordinary Canadians.  
While they did a great thing by finally passing Bill C-304 to repeal Section 13, the very same day they absolutely 
gutted Bill C-377, a bill that would have forced Canadian labour unions to become more transparent.  They did 
this and got away with it because nobody was watching them and they knew it.  
The Political Action Wizard Free Senate Edition is a tool for every Canadian to use to write to our Senators and 
express our views on the legislation before them.  As their actions on Bill C-377 proved, we must let our Senators  
know we’re watching otherwise all kinds of silliness takes place.   

http://download.politicalactionsoftware.org/senate-free-edition/
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